


Minton House, 7-10 October 

MEETING PARTICIPANTS 

Allan Howard (UK) BCDE: Community development officer in Palestine with the Ma'an Development 
Center, currently focusing on permaculture. Former member of the Findhorn Foundation, following 
service with the police force in Glasgow. 
c/o Ma'an Development Center, PO Box 51352, Jerusalem. Tel (972 2) 818611. Fax: (972 2) 818611 

Anthony Blake (UK): Communications consultant and author, most recently involved in Biosphere2. 
Leading author on systematics as developed by J G Bennett in the light of insights from Gurdjieff. Co
founder Dramatic University. 
2 Gardners Cottage, Gretton, Cheltenham GL54 SES, UK. 

Christian de Laet (Canada/Belgium) E: Environmental consultant, specializing in sustainable livelihoods 
and governance. Director of DevelopmentAlternatives (Canada). President of the Canadian Association 
of Futures Studies. former Secretary of the Commonwealth Science Council and of the Canadian 
Council of Resource Ministers. 
PO Box 40, Victoria Station, Montreal H3Z 2V4, Canada. Tel: (514) 487 9154. Fax: (514) 481 0180. 
EMAIL: delaetc@ere.umontreal.ca. 

Diane Gilman (USA/Sweden): Community consultant; ecovillagedesigner; co-founder In Context Institute. 
PO Box 11470, Bainbridge Island WA 98110, USA. Tel: (206) 842-0216. Fax: 842-5208 

Hashim F. Abu Sido (Gaza City/UK) Institute of Strategic Military Studies, London. Former information 
and liaison officer, Gaza Strip and teacher of English at Birzeit University. 36 Cartwright Gardens, 
London WC1, Tel: (44 71 388 3575 # 360. 

Heiner Benking (Germany): Consultant to the Research Institute for Applied Knowledge Processing 
(University of Ulm). Involvement in international environment programmes, education and 
communication issues. 
PO Box 2060, D-7900 Ulm/Donau, Germany. Tel: (49 731) 501 910. Fax: (49 731) 501 929. EMAIL: 
benking@faw.uni.ulm.de. 

James Wellesley-Wesley (France/UK) ABCDE: Executive-Director of the foundation Mankind 2000 which 
catalyzed the development of the international futures research movement. Co-created the 
Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential. Background in farming in South Africa, Ireland 
and the USA. 
Villa Jacqueline, Anse des Flamands, F-97133 St Barthelemy. Tel: (590) 279470 

Jeanne Gruson (France) E: Public relations consultant specializing in alternative projects. Coordinator 
of "Ateliers du Present". 
39 rue Fondary, F-75015 Paris, France. Tel: (33 1) 457 548 00; Fax: 405 816 74 

Jon Jenkins (USA/Netherlands) ABDE: Co-founder and training consultant with lmaginal Training, 
currently with projects in Poland, Bulgaria, Kenya and Namibia. Former editor of Who's Who in 
International Organizations, Who's Who in Religion and Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human 
Potential. Background of long-term involvement in the Institute of Cultural Affairs with projects in USA, 
Japan, Peru, India, Hong Kong and Belgium. 
Coehoornsingel 49, NL-9711 BN Groningen, Netherlands. Tel: (31 50) 183 032 



Judith Meynell (UK) ABCDE: Founder of the conference/retreat centre Minton House, part of the 
extended Find horn community. Organizes exploratory roundtables on spirituality and business, as well 
as retreats of the major faiths. Personal leanings toward Christianity and Sufism. 
Minton House, Findhorn 1V36 OYY, Scotland. Tel: {44 309) 690819. Fax: 691583. 

Michaela Carriere (Netherlands): Doctoral student specializing in environmental issues relating to 
psychological dimensions. Currently involved with the GAP (Netherlands) program on sustainable 
lifestyles. 
c/o Stichting GAP Nederland, Prins Hendrikplein 18, NL-2518 JC DE Haag, Netherlands. Tel: (31 70) 
346 6995. Fax: 363 8329. 

Moshe Dror (Israel/USA): Director of the Academy of Jerusalem. Coordinator of the Israeli chapter of the 
World Futures Society. Long-term involvement in humanistic psychology and art education. Rabbi. 
PhD in media ecology. 
1401 Shaked, Yeroham 80500, Israel. Tel: (972 7) 589668. Fax: (972 2) 27 79 80 

Nadia Mclaren (Australia/Belgium) COE: Environmental consultant. Currently based in Belgium as editor 
of the Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential. Also acts as Director of International 
Operations for the Global Action Plan for the Earth, campaign for sustainable lifestyles. 
c/o UIA, 40 rue Washington, B-1050 Brussels, Belgium. Tel: (32 2) 640 18 08. Fax: (32 2) 646 05 25. 
EMAIL: gapbrussels@gn.apc.org. 

Peter Koenig (Switzerland) B: Consultant on the use of money in the context of personal and 
organizational transformation. 
Culmannstrasse 10, CH-8006 Zurich, Switzerland. Tel: (41 1) 251 4280. 

Robert Gilman (USA): Consultant on sustainability and social change. Director Context Institute. Editor 
of In Context. Former astrophysicist. 
PO Box 11470, Bainbridge Island WA 98110, USA. Tel: (206) 842-0216. Fax: 842-5208 

Bronislav Vinogrodsky (Slava) (Russia): Chinese scholar and translator of I-Jing and Taoist texts; Taoist 
practitioner. 

30-2-95 Groholsky St., Moscow 129010, Russia. Tel/Fax: (7 095) 280 39 61 

Theo Wells (USA): Communications consultant and writer, with an emphasis on shared power. Author 
of Keeping Your Cool Under Fire; communicating non-defensively. 
341 South Swall Drive, Beverly Hills CA 90211, USA. Tel: (310) 652 6661. Fax: 652 8328. 

Tim Casswell (UK) ACDE: Co-founder of Creative Connections, a human relations consultancy working 
with community groups and companies in the UK, Belgium, Canada and Eastern Europe. Key 
facilitator at the Earth Summit (Rio de Janeiro) and Parliament of the World's Religions (Chicago). 
Formerly involved in village-level rural development in India and Indonesia as a member of the Institute 
of Cultural Affairs. 
101 Ashley Road # 6, Bristol BS6 5NR, UK. Tel: (44 272) 550 711. Fax: 241 797 

Tony Judge (Australia/Belgium) ABCDE: Based in Brussels with the Union of International Associations. 
Responsible for the Yearbook of International Organizations and the Encyclopedia of World Problems 
and Human Potential. 
c/o UIA, 40 rue Washington, B-1050 Brussels, Belgium. Tel: (32 2) 640 18 08. Fax: {32 2) 646 05 25. 

Ulla Sebastian (UK/Germany): Writer, psychotherapist, trainer in bioenergetic analysis, former member 
and current consultant of the Findhorn Foundation. Former professor in psychopathology. Findhorn 
Fundation, The Park, 7 Bag End, Forres IV 36 OTZ. Tel: (44 309) 690 198. 



The School of Ignorance 
Minton House, 7-10 October 1994 

The title underlines the open-ended1 exploratory nature of the 
meeting. One image which surged in terms of the perceived .intention 
was that of a waveform striving to be born, inevitably to become 
a tsunami and thus in need of serious attention. Our usual 
toolboxes for human resources management, however1 and in spite of 
their best intentions, have their basic anchors in the recent 
industrial revolution. No more quadrivium nor elegant maieutics in 
the hands of dedicated preceptors and tutors. Only water borne 
surface macrophytes, invading nuisances with no firm roots into any 
desirable substrate to promote and enhance evolutionary flowering. 

We are ignorant because we are not phase-locked to any meaningful 
pattern of sustainability. In an explosive communications world, we 
have no shared philosophy to benchmark our evolutionary pathways. 
While our map-making potential is necessarily within us, we shy 
away from generating a firm matching assertiveness, the spring and 
the bounce for the necessary jumpshift and the subsequent ability 
to shed or unlearn our sideshows. At least, at last, we may be at 
a threshold where we acknowledge the fruitlessness of devising 
better mousetraps, of hacking away at the outer world of physical 
resources and of self-destructive development pursuits. Hephaistos 
was lame and Oedipus refers to a Swollen Foot: who are we thus, to 
be running where, so miserably? Let us hear the God within. 

Whichever way we could diagnose and perceive each other at the 
meeting, whichever way we could watch others reach out and display, 
there was the recurrent, yet unknown, fractal waveform striving to 
be born from its embedded matrix: two thousand years of this, one 
thousand years of that, five hundred of fragmentation, two hundred 
of externalisation. We witness all sorts of recursive waves 
breaking up and sputtering on the beach of genralised mindlessness, 
for want of reference, of coherence. We, however, with our ears to 
our inner ground, we nurture the hope of being in the.vanguard of 
desi e change. 

Three days of observing, sharing{ projecting the many sensitive 
tinkerings of our various cultures and schoolings. Veils of 
ignorance were being shed, lifted or torn in the rise of the 
meaning of what we were about. Its deep beat started to form and 
take shape, to became perceived, whether through sacred or profane 
antennas, whether the bubblings of archetypal mnemonics or the 
audible reminders of our own physical fumblings. No surface winds 
of stormy energy nor wafts of self-satisfi breezes. Often torn 
fingernails, hanging on fragile edges of newly materialised 
ledges for many. tical reserve for others~ 1 
acknowledging a ris harmonisation of erstwhile adversar 
stances. A much higher common ground, however expressed: easy now 
for us, it would seem, to stop, store and integrate, and to proceed 
with the timeless unfold of our reach, out of ignorance. 



A next step: 

There is a sacred geometry around, a music of the spheres, to add 
cohesion to our focussing and to guide our in-formation: co
creation is at the price of a raison d'etre, of which we must be 
gently reminded. 

Not just making time for others but actively energising their space 
to sustain them with soaring harmonics; to making sound and colour 
pictures in textured weaves of support for each other; to capture 
the: rhythm of the planet; to will the harmony of all lifeforms; to 
swarm and to lose personal history; to hold until spirit, heart, 
mind and body are coherent and stable; to be attentive to the next 
higher order recursive harmonic; to accept inner referentials and 
to acknowledge responsibility as a prerequisite to empowerment. 

A full week of seven days. Solve et Coagula. Small groups re
formed. Night, day. Play, act, sing, dance, call to a-muse, the 
pantheon of the gods within. Seven times seven, tetraktys, golden 
sections, connecting inward and outward: porte qui 'porte' : 
which opens up to the other face of our Janus. 

The willingness to suffer as a test of limits to be pushed. 

Prose, Poetry, Epic, Prophecy ••• 
Individual, Dual, Plural, Collective ••. 

Adopt another lifeform, 
corrununica te. 

or another culture and learn to 
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